ROLL LABELS
We commission labels on a daily basis and are always available and happy to discuss your
requirements. We will always endeavour to offer the very best price available, best lead time
and the very best value for money. Samples are always available on request. Standard sizes
and prices are set out on our spreadsheet can be viewed in the attachment. Other sizes,
finishes and materials are available and can be quoted on separately.
If you require the services of a designer please let us know and we will offer
recommendations.
Our Min order is 2000 labels which can be across a maximum 5 artworks.
ARTWORK SPECIFICATION
Print ready artworks supplied as Hi-res pfd files with 2mm bleed are required for all roll
labels commissioned. We have several standard cutters available but if your design
incorporates an irregular shape or dimensions outside of the standard it may incur a one off
cutter charge. A pre-press hard copy proof can be made available free of charge if appropriate
on longer runs. There is no set up charge on any labels commissioned.
Basic amendments to artworks can be applied free of charge at the discretion of our suppliers.
SEMI GLOSS PAPER
We can provide labels made on a semi-gloss paper with a gloss or matt varnish, the price is
the same for either. This economic option is ideal when used on clean, dry bottles with no
condensation.
This material is suitable for after bottling, used on dry bottles only.
WHITE POLYPROPYLENE
This commonly used material is suitable for both pre and post fill application. A robust and
bright material lends itself to a large range of designs that will stand up to rough handling.
Ideal for damp environments.
SILVER POLYPROPYLENE
Similar application characteristics to White PP being robust and versatile. The metallic effect
of Silver PP can make your designs stand out on the shelf. This is the material used for
Staffordshire brewery labels. This material is suitable for both pre and post fill application.
CLEAR POLYPROPYLENE
Clear PP is a robust and striking material suitable for application in all environments. This
clear substrate allows for your designs such graphics or text to sit on the bottle with or
without a background. Irregular shapes and front and back designs can sometimes be
incorporated within a regular shape on Clear PP making it a versatile option.

TINTORETTO GESSO UWS
This premium weight paper stock has a craft feel, highly suitable for use on artisan products.
The Ultra Wet Stock that we favour has excellent properties when subjected to fridge tests
and damp environment application. Performs perfectly with all pre and post fill requirements.
LEAD TIME
Please allow up to 10 working days for new artworks to return from production, reprints 6 or
7 working days. Our lead times can sometimes be much shorter dependant on workloads and
U.K holiday times. If your order is urgent and our label provider can oblige us, we may get
the labels printed in a shorter period of time. The option to have your order rushed through
will attract a surcharge of 20% per 1000 labels and lead time is dependent on workload.

